DIGITAL ARTIST AND INVENTORS ASSISTANT
REF. NO. 855

About us
We are an early – stage UK Government Global Entrepreneurs Programme endorsed company
working in two areas.
Invention and Art.
Our Founder has developed the systems to take all the plastic pollution in the oceans and turn
it into low sulphur diesel fuel whilst only producing a tiny amount of pollution in the process
whilst simultaneously embarking on a career in Art.
So, there’s a need for an Assistant to help with the on-going Art projects.

10 off site sub-contractors, 2 on site.
Tasks


Take a series of high-resolution photographs of people in London who are living on the
margins of life and to composite them into a tapestry of images using Photoshop and a
unique element.



Actively develop and improve our global database of Art Curators and Collectors.



Be fun to be around.



Be self-motivated and do not expect to be told what to do on an hour-by-hour basis.



You will be given projects and expected to fulfil them as a semi autonomous agent
without being told what to do on an hour-by-hour basis.

Skills needed


Be capable of learning quickly within areas that you may not have a lot of knowledge,
such as Photoshop, Excel, Word and so on.



Be able to quickly develop an excellent sense of confidence and poise in professionally
social situations.



Be able to quickly learn your way around digital cameras (and preferably possess your
own digital camera) and be able to use them rapidly, accurately and safely.



Be physically and mentally strong and capable of learning how to handle Art studio

equipment, power tools and other equipment in a safe and professional manner following
all safety procedures.


You must have a sense of humour.



You must have good eyesight and focus. This is not negotiable.



Be self-motivated and do not expect to be told what to do on an hour-by-hour basis. You
will be given projects and you will be expected to fulfil them as a semi autonomous agent
fulfilling a creative brief.

Skills to be acquired


Photoshop, Excel, Word, database development and management.



Rapid creative thinking in a practical environment.



Safe street photography, lensing and photography.



Database development and management.



Personal autonomy.

Duration of the internship
3-6 months
Office languages
Main language English, although the co – partner also speaks French, Italian and Dutch.
Location
West Central London.
Financial support
None.
Office hours
Monday-Friday 9am-6pm, 1-hour lunch break, but if you are working on an external project all
the normal hourly times will be set aside.

